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POLICE BLOTTER

Monday June 7, 2021
1927 hrs

Officers went to 4310 Wallington on a TPO violation. Robert J. Gainor
(W/M/57) was located inside the residence. Mr. Gainor was arrested after
the TPO was confirmed and transported to the Mont. Co. Jail. 21-023511

2017 hrs

Officers responded to 1614 Carrollton Ave. for a report of a subject who
was breaking the windows out of the residence. Taylor M. Harville,
w/m/32 was located in the area and admitted to causing the damage and
forcing entry to the residence. Harville was arrested for burglary and
transported to the KPD jail without incident. 21-23516

2333 hrs

Officers observed a suspicious vehicle and persons at Meijer, 4075
Wilmington Pike. Cameron K Brand, w/m30, was arrested for theft,
obstructing official business, and an active warrant out of Fairborn. The
driver of the vehicle, John P. Baker, w/m/55, was found to be impaired
and arrested for OVI and complicity to commit theft. Both were
transported to the KPD jail without incident. 21-23540

Tuesday June 8, 2021
0930 hrs.

Officers met with West Carrollton in to reference a warrant field transfer.
Upon arrival officers took custody of Brandon C. Lecomte wm/29 on a
KPD active assault warrant. Lecomte was transported to the KPD jail and
served his paperwork without incident.
21-023580

1758 hrs.

Officers were dispatched to Busy Kids Gym (3061 Wilmington Pk) on a
traffic problem. Upon arrival they located the vehicle that was reportedly
driving erratic. A female was located sitting inside the parked vehicle and
identified as Deanna D. Robinson (W/F/35). She was found to have
warrants through Dayton PD that were confirmed. She was transported to
the Kettering Jail on the warrants. Drug charges are pending lab results.
21-023651

1759 hrs.

Officers conducted a traffic stop in the area of Wendy’s on E. Dorothy Ln.
for a moving violation. The driver was identified as Michele L. Fritz
(W/F/37). She was found to have active warrants through Moraine PD
and MCSO. She was taken into custody without incident and transported
to jail. 21-023650

1949 hrs.

Officers conducted a traffic stop in the area of Walmart on W. Dorothy Ln.
for a registration violation. The driver was identified as Dwayne J. Craig
(W/M/36). The passenger was identified as Clifford G. Dover (W/M/45).
Both had active warrants that were confirmed. Both driver and passenger
were taken into custody without incident and transported to the Kettering
Jail. 21-023665

Wednesday June, 9 2021
1814hrs

Officers stopped a motor vehicle for a speeding violation on LeFevre
Ave/Wedgewood Dr. The female driver was identified as Michelle L.
Brumfield W/F, 43 year-old W/F. Her license was suspended and she
had an active warrant for her arrest through MCSO; Miami Township was
the originating agency. The warrant was for possession of drug
paraphernalia; bond $2,500. She was transported to the Kettering Jail
without further incident. #21-023793.

Thursday June 10, 2021
2013hrs

Crews were sent to Mohican Ave on the report of an assault. Upon their
arrival they learned that the neighbor, Ian Newman, w/m/35, had entered
the residence without permission. The female resident attempted to leave
but Newman would not allow her. Newman eventually left and officers
located him at his residence at 2108 Mohican. Newman was charged with
burglary and kidnapping. 21-23922

1830 hrs

Officers responded to northbound Wilmington Pike in the area of E.
Dorothy Lane for a report of an intoxicated driver. The vehicle was
stopped and the James C. Roselli, w/m/35, was arrested for OVI and
transported to the KPD jail without incident. Roselli initially agreed to
submit to a breath test; however, provided several invalid samples and
was marked as a refusal. 21-023911

1941hrs

Officers responded 4233 Murrell Dr on a suspicious male. Bryant Shillito,
w/m/36, was located and found to be intoxicated. He was arrested for
disorderly conduct and transported the Kettering Jail without incident. 21023916.

2001hrs

Officers called out with a suspicious male in the rear lot of 3600 Shroyer.
Crews responded to assist them with a male who was not compliant with
officer commands. Christopher Rice w/m/43, exhibited signs of excited
delirium and drug impairment. Rice was non-compliant with officers and
placed in handcuffs and a hobble. Medics transported Rice to KMH
where he was given a summons. 21-023921

2131 hrs

Officers responded to Dot’s Market at 2274 Patterson Road for a subject
attempting to cash a fraudulent check. The suspect was arrested for
counterfeiting at which time a suspected baggie of fentanyl was located
on his person. He was transported to the KPD jail without incident. Russel
W.L. Dunkel, w/m/38, was charged with identity theft, counterfeiting, drug
possession, and a traffic warrant through Dayton PD. 21-023929

2334 hrs

Officers responded to the area of the McDonald’s at 2901 Wilmington
Pike for a disturbance in the drive-thru. Officers located the vehicle and
initiated a stop in the area of Sutton Avenue and Beaverton Drive. Laken
N. Collins, w/f/30, was arrested for disorderly conduct and a warrant.
Once at the jail she advised crews she was pregnant. Laken was issued
a summons for DC/PI, new court date for the warrant, and voluntarily
transported to the Kettering Hospital. 21-023943

0132 hrs

Officers responded to Kings Point Pub at 4660 Wilmington Pike for a
disturbance involving a subject with a knife. The suspect left prior to
officers arrival. Employees were able to assist in identifying the suspect
and officers located the suspect at his residence in Springboro. Joshua
B. Perry, w/m/38, admitted to his involvement and was arrested for
aggravated menacing and transported to the Kettering jail without
incident. 21-023950

Friday June 11, 2021
2021 hrs

Officers responded to Willamet Road for a report of a dead body.
Jayantilal V. Patel, o/m/75, was known to have extensive health history
and appeared to have died while completing yard work. The coroner’s
office released the body direct to the funeral home. 21-24052

0203 hrs

Officers initiated a traffic stop in the area of W. Dorothy Lane and
Southern Blvd. for a traffic violation. The driver admitted to drinking and
taking some pills prior to driving and submitted to SFSTs. Following poor
performance of the field tests, the subject was arrested for OVI and
transported the KPD jail without incident. At the jail, the suspect provided
a breath sample of 0.011 and urine was also collected. Alan F. Mescher,
w/m/58, was cited for OVI and the original traffic violations and released
on his own recognizance. 21-024106

Saturday June 12, 2021
0633 hrs

Officers made contact with employees at the Speedway located at 1020
E. Dorothy Lane for a suspicious person/vehicle at the store. Contact was
made and the female was discovered to have a felony warrant out of
Montgomery County for a probation violation and a second felony warrant
through Greene County for a violation of bond. Amanda M. Horsley,
w/f/30, was arrested on the confirmed warrants, possession of drugs,
drug abuse instruments, tampering with evidence, and issued a citation
for DUS. 21-024121

1429 hrs

Officers were dispatched to the area of Wilmington and Willamet on a hit
and run suspect vehicle. Andrew Zellner W/M/50 was found in a disabled
vehicle at this location. There appeared to be fresh damage to his vehicle
from a reported crash at Wilmington and E David. Zellner was showing
signs of impairment and Ptl Kramer had him complete SFST’s which he
performed poorly. Zellner was arrested and transported to Kettering jail
without incident where he gave a breath sample with a result of 0.140
BAC. 21-024163

1455 hrs

Officers were dispatched to 2543 S Dixie on a family problem. Upon
arrival, officers made contact with the caller who stated that her son,
W/M/17, had pushed her and struck her with an open hand before leaving
the scene. Officers were checking the area and were flagged down by the
suspect’s father who had the suspect with him. The juvenile was arrested
and transported to JDC without incident for Domestic Violence. 21-024164

0005 hrs

Officers initiated a traffic stop in the area of W. Schantz Ave. at
Willowgrove Ave. for a traffic violation. Upon making contact and
identifying the occupants, it was determined that a passenger had an
active warrant out of Beavercreek for an original charge of DUS. Brittney
N. Jackson, w/f/26, was briefly detained, issued a new court date, and
released. 21-024238

0250 hrs

Officers stopped a vehicle for observed traffic violations in the area E.
Dorothy Lane at Ackerman Boulevard. Upon making contact, signs of
intoxication were observed from the driver. Following poor performance of
field tests, the driver was arrested for OVI and transported to the KPD jail
without incident. At the jail, the subject agreed to a breath test and
provided a sample of 0.173BAC. Ilkhom I. Binaliyev, u/m/39, was issued
a citation for OVI and the original traffic violations. 21-024250

Sunday June 13, 2021
1519 hrs

Crews were dispatched to a family problem in the area of 2331 S. Dixie
Dr. Jimmy D. Anders (W/M/ 60) was arrested for DV. 21-024304

1625 hrs

Officers observed Leonard Williamson (B/M/68) walking into this
residence at 3401 Woodman Dr. Officers knew he had a warrant and
made contact with him. The warrant was confirmed and he was taken into
custody. While being booked into jail a small amount of suspected
methamphetamine was discovered. He was charged additionally with
possession of drugs and conveyance. 21-024314

1814 hrs

Officers stopped a vehicle on S. Dixie Dr. near W. Dorothy Ln. for an
equipment violation. The driver was identified as Tahseti O. Harris
(B/M/21) and found to have an active warrant for FTA/FTC through KMC
for D.V. He was taken into custody and transported to the Kettering Jail
without incident. 21-024328

2021 hrs

Officers were dispatched to the area of 2742 Wilmington Pk, Skyline, on
report of an intoxicated driver at the drive thru. The vehicle was gone
when crews arrived but officers located it occupied in the parking lot of
2766 Wilmington Pk. Kameron K. Lefeld W/M/30 was in the driver’s seat
of the vehicle and appeared to be under the influence. He admitted that

he had a “couple beers” and an open container was in the cup holder of
the vehicle. Lefeld refused SFST’s and was arrested and transported to
Kettering jail for OVI without incident. 21-024345
2100 hrs

Officers were dispatched to 2104 Gay Dr on a Family Problem. The
female resident had called in reference to an argument with her live in
boyfriend, James N. Couch W/M/60. It was determined that during the
argument, Couch had made threats to the caller. The caller also had
visible injuries from an assault that she stated occurred on May 8 th. Couch
was arrested and transported to jail without incident. 21-024353

2152 hrs

Officers were dispatched to 1109 Carlo Dr on a Family Problem. The
caller stated that he and his wife, Rebecca J. Kreill W/F/51, had struck
him in the face with her hand leaving a small red mark. Once at home,
Rebecca continued to try and assault the caller. Kreill was arrested for DV
and transported to jail without incident. 21-024364

2316 hrs

Multiple crews were dispatched to the area of Delco Park on report of a
disturbance. J’Kavian Flowers B/M 24 was arrested for felonious assault,
tampering with evidence and obstructing official business. J’Kira Flowers
B/F 23 was arrested for felonious assault, assault and obstructing official
business. Levi Agnew B/M 23 was arrested for assault and obstructing
official business. 21-024378

0000 hrs

Officers were dispatched to 2041 Culver on a family problem. John T.
Dedrick W/M/41 was on scene in an apparent altered state and causing a
disturbance. It was found that Dedrick had an active protection order
against the resident of the house who was present. Dedrick had been
outside when crews arrived near the back of the house. A bag was found
in a trashcan near his location that contained suspected
methamphetamine and drug abuse instruments. Dedrick was arrested for
violating a protection order, drug possession and drug paraphernalia and
transported to jail without incident. 21-024382

